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To: James Hiu
Superintendent, Gresham-Barlow School District

From: Dr. Christine Moses
CEO, Buffalo Cloud Consulting

Date: June 27, 2022

Re: School Resource Officer Review Report

The Gresham-Barlow School District contracted with Buffalo Cloud Consulting, LLC, to
conduct a review of the School Resource Officer program in the district and to submit a report
with recommendations to the superintendent.  Superintendent Hiu initially contacted John
Lenssen, an education consultant who had previously worked with the district in the process of
developing an equity advisory committee and a district equity policy, to identify a contractor
who could assist the district with its SRO program. Mr. Lenssen then contacted Dr. Christine
Moses, Buffalo Cloud Consulting, and Hector Roche. Dr. Moses has extensive experience with
community engagement for schools, communications and outreach, and equity. Mr. Roche has
extensive experience with equity in schools and community engagement. Superintendent Hiu
entered into the contract with Buffalo Cloud Consulting to include Moses, Lenssen and Roche.
Subsequently Liberty Gonzalez and Kura Myrrlin were added to the team.

Our team has a deep sensitivity to the reality that:  a.) the majority of students and families in the
district believe that SROs are needed and make the schools safer, and b.) many students and
families, especially those of color, believe and experience SROs in school as making schools less
safe and more harmful to them.

We submit this report with the utmost humility and grace. We encourage you to share this report
widely with your entire community. And we thank you for the opportunity to serve you and your
community. It has been an honor to do this meaningful work.
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Executive Summary
SRO Review Conducted by Buffalo Cloud Consulting, LLC

Charge:  Buffalo Cloud Consulting, an Oregon-based, independent third-party firm, was charged
with reviewing the SRO Program in the Gresham-Barlow School District.  The review process
included:

● Scheduling and providing notes from listening sessions and community meetings
● Creating a communications and outreach plan
● Providing a summary and analysis of relevant data
● Providing a summary report with recommendations for the Superintendent

Context: The report highlights the local, regional, and national context for school safety and
SRO’s including: federal support for school safety and security, research on SROs, response to
school shooting in Uvalde, safety and mental health in Oregon, the school shooting in the
Reynolds School District, and Gresham-Barlow activism around SROs.

Review of Existing Data:  We examined and analyzed data including: previous SRO survey,
student discipline data, student input on school culture from Dr. Dawn Joella Jackson, the district
Panorama Survey focused on social-emotional learning, the ThoughtExchange process on SROs
conducted in 2020, and All Students Belong: An Audit and Plan for Inclusion.

What We Heard:
From the listening sessions with students, multiple themes emerged including:

● Specific encounters with SROs that provided safety and were helpful and supportive
● Specific encounters with SROs that were traumatizing and based on racial profiling
● The majority of students, both white and students of color, want SROs on campus

Themes from the meetings and listening sessions with families and community included:
● Having an SRO on campus is needed for safety and security. With today’s events there is

even more reason to have trained law enforcement in schools
● SROs have caused harm, trauma, and fear to students of color and LGBTQIA2S+

students
● Specific examples of kindness and support from SROs toward a wide variety of students

Themes from the listening sessions with staff included:
● SROs have helped with issues of safety and are a necessary resource for our schools
● SROs are not necessary and other measures are needed to keep us safe
● SROs should build relationships and not criminalize adolescent behavior

Themes from the listening sessions with leadership included:
● SROs were valuable in instances of safety and collaboration with school leaders
● Racial profiling was observed and that SROs traumatized students

What Students, Teachers, Community Members Recommended:

● SRO Role: clarify the role, minimize uniforms, focus on safety, not discipline
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● Training and professional development for SROs should include: child development,
de-escalation, mental health, anti-racism, anti-bias, and understanding of working with
neurodivergent students

● Hiring: student voice should be part of the process, officers should reflect student
demographics, officers should have education in the social, emotional, and cultural
backgrounds of students, and child development

● Communication: District must communicate roles and responsibilities, clarity of two-way
communication between district, families, students, administrators, and SROs about roles

● Develop and maintain strong relationships with students

Themes from BCC’s Recommendations Include:

The Comprehensive Issues of School Safety, Culture, Inclusion, and Discipline
● Prioritize and provide more services that support student mental health services
● Continue to provide and increase social emotional supports and services
● Provide training, support and accountability to prioritize a school culture of inclusion and

belonging
● Create transparent reporting system about school incidents and how student and teacher

relationships are restored
● Prioritize and provide professional development for all staff in the areas of cultural

understanding, as well as anti-racism and anti-bias training
● Prioritize the hiring and retention of a diverse workforce in all areas including leadership
● Develop a comprehensive plan to bring restorative practices into all buildings and

connect these practices with school culture

Specific Recommendations for the SRO Program
● Improve communication between the Gresham Police Department and the School District
● Clarify the role and responsibilities of the SROs within school administrators, students &

staff
● Develop systems of accountability and feedback to include data collection of contacts and

referrals to law enforcement, to mental health providers, and to restorative practices
● Include students, staff, and families in the selection process of SROs; include quarterly

performance reviews by the same group with the SRO
● Provide and collaborate with the Gresham Police Department to create professional

development and training for SROs on restorative practices, de-escalation, anti-racism,
anti-bias, mental health, neurodivergence, and child development

● Develop a plan for safety, security and collaboration with the Gresham Police
Department in the event that SROs are not placed in the schools.

Language Disclaimer

BCC strives to include all identities without making assumptions. We use the term people of
color or students of color or BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color) to include all racial
identities. We recognize that not all terms work for all people and we embrace the complexity of
this issue.
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Introduction

Our Charge

Buffalo Cloud Consulting (BCC) planned and led community meetings and listening sessions
that included students, staff, families, community members of the Gresham Barlow School
District (GBSD). BCC worked collaboratively with the Director of Communications and
Community Engagement to develop communications and outreach to the Gresham-Barlow
community. BCC reviewed documents and data relevant to the School Resource Officer (SRO)
program and student experiences. BCC’s summary report with recommendations for the
Superintendent is below.

Buffalo Cloud Consulting Process Guiding Principles

BCC works to support the intended purpose of the client. In this case we followed the expressed
intent of the Superintendent of GBSD.

● Superintendent Hiu’s expressed intention is to continue the SRO program
● BCC’s intention was to accurately reflect the voices, experiences and perspectives of the

GBSD community with an emphasis on student voice
● BCC’s commitment was to surface and address the dilemma: a.) the majority of students

and families in the district believe that SROs are needed and make the schools safer, and
b.) many students and families, especially those of color and who are part of the
LGBTQIA+ community, believe and experience SROs in school as making schools less
safe and more harmful to them. One listening session participant asked, “How will the
consultants center the voices of the most harmed students?”

● BCC’s intent was to collaborate with those who are closest to students, draw upon the
wisdom and strengths of those who have an interest in the outcomes of our review
process. We have communicated and partnered throughout the process. Key partners have
been: Superintendent James Hiu, Director of Communications and Community
Engagement Athena Vadnais, Assistant Superintendent of Teaching & Learning John
Koch, Director of Student Engagement & Inclusion Dawn Joella Jackson, Director of
Multilanguage Learners and Dual Language Araceli Farias, Principal Drake Shelton,
Principal Bruce Schmidt, Principal Ryan Blaszak, Principal Elizabeth Jensen, Gresham
Police Department Chief Travis Gullberg, Lieutenant Miller GPD, and SRO Gavin Sasser

Deliverables

BCC worked collaboratively with district and high school administrators to:

● Scheduled listening session and community meetings
● Provided notes from listening sessions and community meetings
● Created communication and outreach plan
● Provided a summary and analysis of relevant data
● Provided a summary report with recommendations for the Superintendent
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Background

Communication Process

District staff and school principals were responsible for notifying the community of the SRO
Review process. This included using the district website, district newsletters, community
liaisons, communications to principals, and then principals communicating with their students
and families.

The district website included the following information:

“The Gresham-Barlow School District (GBSD) is conducting a review of its School Resource
Officer (SRO) Program. 

An independent, third-party consulting team will hold listening sessions to inform this review
and analyze relevant data. The Gresham-Barlow School District believes the School Resource
Officer program is critically important. This process will allow the District to evaluate and
improve the program.  

Our commitment: GBSD is committed to ensuring our schools are safe and welcoming places
for all students. 

About the process: GBSD will work to create a path forward for the role of SROs in the school
district. We will do this by actively listening to the many layers of our students’ lived
experiences and the multiple perspectives of families, staff, and community members. 

Deepen understanding through listening

- Multiple groups of students will be asked to participate, including students who have both
positive and negative experiences with SROs

- In addition to hearing from students, listening sessions will be held for families, staff, and
the community

- Listening sessions will be held both In-person and virtually

Review of relevant data: The GBSD SRO Outreach and Review Process will also include a
review of relevant data such as student discipline data, school climate surveys, and SRO job
descriptions.

Outcome: At the conclusion of the review, the consultants will provide a set of
recommendations to the superintendent of schools based on the community’s input. 

Timeline: The review begins in March 2022. It is expected to conclude at the end of the
2021-2022 school year.
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Intergovernmental Agreement

The Intergovernmental Agreement (IAG) between the City of Gresham and the Gresham-Barlow
School District by and through the Gresham Police Department reads: “The Agreement is held in
the effort to outlining expectations and understandings related to the officers assigned to work
with GBSD and to co-produce strategies and practices that lead to a respectful, inclusive and safe
environment for all students, staff, community and police.” (See Appendix A.)

The IAG will be renegotiated between the school district and the Gresham Police Department in
the summer of 2022. The District’s Superintendent or designee and the Chief of Police currently
negotiate the contract.

Gresham-Barlow School District Context

Gresham-Barlow SD 10 KN-AR (1) Policy: Relations with Law Enforcement Agencies

In 2001 the GBSD Board adopted the KN Policy with Administrative Rules. It was readopted in
2002, 2015, and in 2018. The policy governs the district’s relationships with law enforcement
agencies. In part the policy states:

“The Board recognizes that districtwide cooperation with law enforcement agencies is
essential for the protection of staff and students, for maintaining a safe environment in district
schools and for safeguarding district property.

Programs and activities designed to enrich district curriculum and to develop and
promote good citizenship and a healthy attitude toward law enforcement agencies and officials
will be encouraged by the district. Law enforcement participation in such programs and activities
is encouraged.

Law enforcement officials may enter school facilities if a crime has been committed on
district property or to investigate matters concerning staff and students upon request initiated by
either agency officials or by district administrators. A safety resource officer (SRO) assigned to
the campus may interact with students and will follow legal procedures should he/she observe or
suspect criminal activity.

The superintendent will develop administrative regulations to implement this policy,
including procedures for handling investigations, administrator requests for assistance and
required referrals to law enforcement agencies.” (See Appendix B: Relations with Law
Enforcement Agencies: School-Police Liaison Program)

The Gresham-Barlow School District has been impacted by a school shooting in the
neighboring Reynolds School district in 2014

Excerpts from local media included:

“Troutdale school resource Officers Nick Thompson and Kyle Harris were at Reynolds High
School when Tuesday's shooting occurred, Multnomah County Sheriff Dan Staton said.

‘As soon as this happened, they were there in less than a minute,’ Staton said. ‘Had they not been
there, it could have been a lot worse.’
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One of the first dispatches to police was at 8:07 am: In the boy's locker room, two shots, one
person down.

Troutdale Police Chief Scott Anderson credited the two resource officers -- the first responders --
and two other local officers who formed a tactical team -- for preventing further carnage.

‘I believe their quick response saved many of our students' lives,’ Anderson said. ‘For that, our
community and I thank you.’"
(Bernstein, M., 2014, Oregonlive.com “Oregon High School Shooting: Resource officers at
Reynolds Credited With Preventing Further Carnage”)

OPB Article (Nov. 2021) on Gresham HS Students

Issues with the former SRO at Gresham HS were documented in local media:

“Gresham High students of color said Thursday they’ve felt targeted, harassed, intimidated,
discriminated against and profiled by the school resource officer. They said issues with the
school resource officer at Gresham High have been going on for years, including an incident
reported by the Gresham Outlook in 2019 that prompted a student protest. The school resource
officer in that case is still assigned to the school district.

The student group has been circulating a petition among their classmates, including through a
signature drive at school Wednesday. Mackenzie, a Gresham High junior, said the group has had
over 200 signatures from students who want all SROs removed from the district. The group
advocates increasing the number of mental health counselors, and putting a “community-based
security team” in place instead.  “That allows students to feel safe with the people monitoring the
schools,” Mackenzie said.

Gresham officials suggest support for SROs, after Portland districts have eliminated them. The
Gresham Police Department said there’s support for SROs as well, mentioning that several
students wore T-shirts Wednesday, the same day as the petition drive, that said “SROs belong in
schools.”

Lt. John Rasmussen with the Gresham Police Department characterized the student group’s
claims as “libelous and potentially slanderous attempts to defame the school resource officer” in
an email to OPB. He said officers do not profile students, though he can “understand some
people feel intimidated by officers and even knowing or believing someone has a gun.”

Students in the group mentioned that other Portland-area school districts have removed their
school resource officers, including Portland Public Schools, and David Douglas and Parkrose
school districts. Gresham-Barlow’s eastern neighbor, the Reynolds School District, has a school
resource officer program, and recently shared a shared a survey with the district community to
ask for feedback on the role of SROs in schools and the community. Conversations around law
enforcement presence in school buildings have been going on for years in Oregon and nationally.
After a Minneapolis police officer murdered George Floyd in May 2020, the conversation gained
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increased relevance along with a national reckoning over racial justice and police violence,
starting with the Minneapolis Public Schools ending its contract with the police department.”

National and Regional Context

BCC recognizes that the national and regional context surrounding the need for and use of SROs
has an impact on students, parents, staff, leadership and the community at large.  In order to
assess GBSD’s unique situation and needs for SROs, we must also understand the context within
which GBSD’s SRO program is situated. Therefore, we have reviewed several federal, state and
local reports and articles that outline important aspects and perspectives regarding SROs in
schools.

Federal Support for School Safety and Security

“In the 1970s, Americans grew increasingly concerned with incidents of crime, violence, and
vandalism on school grounds, and Congress began considering bills proposing federal support to
track, study, and address violence, vandalism, and other school safety issues. In the decades
since, research on the effects of trauma, crises, and school climate on the learning environment,
student health, and the ability of students to engage in education increased. In response, the
variety of initiatives considered at the federal level to provide students with safe and secure
learning environments increased as well.

When thinking about school safety and security, the public often focuses on violence
prevention and incident response. School safety and security also includes issues related to
bullying, harassment, childhood trauma, student mental health, substance abuse, school climate,
and student discipline. Many types of crises and incidents that disrupt the school learning
environment may be considered school safety issues. For example, when COVID-19 disrupted
the 2019-2020 school year, Congress, through Project School Emergency Response to Violence
(Project SERV), a program originally designed to bring resources to schools quickly in the event
of a school shooting or other violent crisis, provided $100 million in funding for elementary,
secondary, and postsecondary schools to clean and disinfect affected facilities and provide
counseling and distance learning programs. Similarly, Project Advancing Wellness and
Resilience in Education (Project AWARE) was originally part of a cross-agency effort to reduce
gun violence. Now, Project AWARE’s school safety focus has expanded to support several grant
programs designed to increase mental health awareness among school-aged youth and school
personnel and connect school-aged youth with mental health issues and their families to needed
services.” (Congressional Research Service, Federal Support for School Safety and Security,
May, 27, 2022)

Biden Signs Gun Bill Into Law, Ending Years of Stalemate
Recent legislation has been passed on the federal level to support mental health supports within
schools.

“President Biden on Saturday signed into law a bipartisan gun bill intended to prevent
dangerous people from accessing firearms and increase investments in the nation’s mental health
system, ending nearly three decades of gridlock in Washington over how to address gun violence
in the United States.” Included in the legislation was $12.2 billion in federal funding for mental
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health programs and school security reforms. (NY Times, June 25, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/06/25/us/politics/gun-control-bill-biden.html).

Law Enforcement on Campus

“As of 2019, 41 states authorized the presence of law enforcement officers on their
school campuses, of which 29 either encourage or require districts to establish MOUs with local
law enforcement that clearly define the roles and responsibilities of officers in school settings.  A
2019 Washington law includes explicit restrictions on officer roles, stating that SRO’s should
“focus on keeping students out of the criminal justice system when possible and should not be
used to attempt to impose criminal sanctions in matters that are more appropriately handled
within the educational system.  The Washington law underscores the tension between the need
for increased policing and monitoring of school campuses to protect them from serious safety
threats and the need to ensure an equitable school environment and limit the criminalization of
minor student behaviors.”  (The Evolution of state school safety laws since the Columbine
school shooting, Child Trends Feb. 12, 2020)

Safe School-based Enforcement through Collaboration, Understanding, and Respect
SECURe Local Implementation Rubric

https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/secure-implementation.pdf

CHECKLIST TO IMPROVE - Use the following checklists when improving existing
school-law enforcement partnerships.

1. Create sustainable partnerships and formalize MOUs among school districts, local law
enforcement agencies, juvenile justice entities, and civil rights and community stakeholders.

● Use data to assess the effectiveness of existing partnerships and MOUs.
○ Consider available disaggregated data on discipline incidents, ticketing, arrests,

and school perception, as well as number and percentage of sworn legal officers
in schools.

○ Use relevant data from mandated collections, including state and district
accountability data as well as the US Department of Education’s Civil Rights Data
Collection.

● Establish a regular timeline to evaluate and revise MOUs to reflect changes in local needs
and concerns:

○ Involve school administrators, educators, local law enforcement, students, parents
and families, and other relevant stakeholders during MOU revision process.

○ Share MOUs with colleagues in other communities for feedback and information
on best practices.

○ Share MOUs with State officials and local lawmakers to inform State policy
related to SROs in schools.

○ Provide school administrators and SROs with up-to-date copies of MOU
agreements and discuss implementation strategies within the context

2. Ensure that MOUs meet constitutional and statutory civil rights requirements.
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● Establish a process for regularly collecting and analyzing data (including searches,
seizures, citations, ticketing, arrests, use of force, interrogations, court referrals, alleged
student misconduct leading to law enforcement practices, etc.).

● Use this data to regularly evaluate and revise policies if information indicates that a
school-based law enforcement program is being carried out in a manner that is
inconsistent with Federal and State constitutions, civil rights laws, and applicable privacy
laws.

● Involve stakeholder groups to design and implement a plan of action to address
constitutional, privacy, or civil rights-related concerns.

3. Recruit and hire effective SROs and school personnel.
● Establish a regular timeline to review and update SRO hiring guidelines.
● Maintain an onboarding / training program for new SROs in which they are mentored by

experienced SROs on topics including:
○ Constitutional and civil rights
○ Childhood and adolescent development
○ Age-appropriate responses to student conduct
○ Disability and special education issues
○ Conflict resolution and deescalation techniques
○ Bias-free policing, including implicit bias and cultural competence o Responses to

trauma o Restorative justice techniques
○ Interacting with specific student groups such as those with disabilities or limited

English proficiency or who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender (LGBT).
● Regularly review performance using SRO-specific rating instruments to ensure a good fit

between SROs and particular schools.
4. Keep your SROs and school personnel well trained.

● Establish a schedule to regularly review current data with SROs and school staff,
including analysis on suspensions, expulsions, and arrests, which may indicate there are
civil rights concerns where disproportionality exists (particularly for students of color and
students with disabilities).

● Establish a schedule to regularly solicit the input of SROs and school staff on effective
training for preventing unnecessary arrests for minor, non-crisis disciplinary incidents.

● Establish a schedule to regularly incorporate SRO and educator input on local best
practices into SRO training manuals and staff handbooks on professional practice.

● Involve SROs in school life activities designed to improve trust and relationship building
between SROs, students, families, and staff.

● Incorporate real-life simulations in SRO and staff training to provide opportunities for
practice in the effective deescalation of non-crisis disciplinary incidents to prevent
unnecessary arrests in schools.

5. Continually evaluate SROs and school personnel, and recognize good performance.
● Incorporate research on positive youth development and safe and supportive learning

environments in all evaluation and support systems.

Changes in Legislation

“California lawmakers repealed a law requiring schools to alert police if students make
threats of violence. State Senator Bradford said mandatory reporting could have disproportionate
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impact on “Black students and Latinx students” because they are disproportionately referred to
law enforcement. (The Week 6/2022)

Response to School Shooting in Uvalde: “Flooding Schools with More Police is Unsettling
for Black Parents”

“Shane Paul Neil, a 44-year-old father of two thought of his own children as most parents
did, in the days following the massacre of 19 children at Robb Elementary School in Uvalde. As
he grappled with the possibility of a double threat in his children’s schools — increased chances
of random gun violence, as well as racial profiling by police — he voiced his fears online in a
tweet that has now gone viral. ‘As a black father I now have two potential threats to be
concerned over.’

…Beatriz Beckford, national director of the social welfare organization Moms Rising
charges us all to be more imaginative when it comes to the consideration of public safety.
‘There’s not enough space to dream beyond a world where we rely so heavily on police for
everything,’ she says. ‘We rely on them to discipline in the classroom. We rely on them to
intervene when there’s a mental health crisis.’ We must find the balance. Our lives, and the lives
of future generations depend on it.” (The Root, June 5, 2022)

The ACLU report, “School Resource Officers: When the Cure is Worse than the Disease”
May 24, 2021, was referenced during the Listening Sessions

“Even though youth crime is on the decline — and has been, since the mid-nineties —
and graduation rates are up, the myth that our children are criminal and violent persists. The data
shows that the increase in arrests is directly correlated to the presence of SROs in schools. The
arrest rates for schools with SROs were 3.5 times the rate of those without SROs, and in some
states the arrest rates are as much as eight times the rate of schools without.[9] Moreover, these
arrests are a major contributor to the school-to-prison pipeline, which is a systemic process that
pushes juveniles out of school and into the juvenile justice system. Once in this system, it is
more likely that youth will be pushed out of school permanently, fail to graduate, be re-arrested,
and end up in juvenile or adult prisons. The traumatic impact these interactions have on youth
can lead to depression, anxiety, PTSD, and other mental and physical health issues.

Policing in schools disproportionately targets students of color and students with
disabilities. Exacerbating this problem is the fact that certain student groups are policed
disproportionately. This is the case for students of color who are arrested or referred to law
enforcement at significantly higher rates than their white counterparts. Moreover, students with
disabilities are arrested or referred to law enforcement nearly three times the rate as their
non-disabled peers.”
https://www.aclu-wa.org/story/school-resource-officers-when-cure-worse-disease#_ftn9

Safety and Mental Health: Oregon

“Oregon consistently ranks among the worst states in the nation in indicators of mental
health. Youth mental and behavioral health ranks just as poorly; suicide is the second leading
cause of death for young adults. In addition, families with young children face a growing wave
of difficulties in providing economically stable or secure homes. Nearly 15 percent of Oregon
children fell below the poverty line in 2017, and 44 percent of single mothers and 17 percent of
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couples with children experienced food insecurity in the past five years.” (OSU Youth and
Family Mental Health Initiative)

“‘Social media has been around all of their lives. But this is the first time for the Zoomer
population [9 to 23-year-olds] that a crisis has happened like this. When you think back to the
great crises that have happened in history, we never had the media and technology we have now.
The fact is, this kind of doom scrolling is surrounding every aspect of their lives, in waking
hours at least. Young people are sponges, and they are taking it in at a very high level.’ For
young people of color, the stressors are even greater, according to Bernardino De La Torre,
Oregon Health Authority (OHA) youth substance use disorder (SUD) program and policy
coordinator. ‘Youth experience discrimination through peer bullying and outright racist
comments,’ De La Torre said. ‘It creates multiple issues for youth where they may feel lower
self-esteem, may feel less valued and begin to internalize some of this stuff. That’s how it can
impact them to a point where depression or self-hating can become deeper due to this behavior
toward them.’”  (Oregon Health News, March 22, 2022
https://covidblog.oregon.gov/understanding-and-addressing-youth-mental-health-challenges/ )

Method of Engagement

Convened, facilitated and took notes at listening sessions

BCC relied heavily on the community process of listening sessions. A minimum of two
facilitators attended each listening session. At each session participants were asked to agree to
four community agreements and were then asked to close their eyes and breathe deeply for two
minutes while visualizing speaking from their heart. The four community agreements included:

● Stay engaged
● Say what’s true for you
● Experience discomfort, lean in, try to understand, stay engaged and still be prepared to

speak your own truth from your heart
● Expect nonclosure. We are not going to solve anything today

Each listening session participant group was asked two different questions. The questions were:

1) What is your personal experience with SROs?
2) If you had an opportunity to create an SRO program, what would you want to see?

Notes were taken in public on white boards and photographed when possible unless the meeting
was on Zoom or not in a room with a white board. Other means included taking notes on large
public notepads or in one case a personal notepad while the meeting was being conducted. The
following listening sessions were conducted from April 13 to June 2, 2022.

Principals at each school helped to create the listening sessions by inviting students to sessions,
giving space and time for sessions, and by communicating opportunities to attend the sessions.
Principals structured the sessions based on their understanding of what their cultures were at the
time.
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District-wide GBSD Community Listening Session
Latine/Latino Families GBSD Listening Session

Gresham HS Students (2 sessions)
Springwater Trail High School Students (3 sessions)
Rey Academy Students (2 sessions)
Sam Barlow High School Students (3 Sessions)

Sam Barlow HS Family/Parent Virtual Listening Session
Gresham High School Virtual Parent’s Listening Session

Gresham High School Teacher Listening Session
Rey Academy Teacher Listening Session

Other meeting included:

● District-wide GBSD Information Session via Zoom
● Executive Leadership Team Meetings (2 sessions)
● Instructional Leadership Team Meeting (in person)
● Police Chief Gullberg and Lieutenant Miller via Zoom
● SRO Sasser via Zoom

Review of Existing Data

GBSD Thought Exchange Survey Report

On December 17, 2020, the GBSD School Board conducted a work session on the SRO Program
Outreach Preliminary Information. The purpose of the Thought Exchange survey was to engage
the community and receive their feedback regarding the SRO Program. Two-thousand-seven-
hundred-eighty-five people participated in the survey. The participant racial background was:

● 1% American Indian or Alaskan Native
● 4% Asian
● 3% Black/African American
● 1% Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
● 16% Hispanic or Latinx
● 61% White
● 9%  Prefer not to answer

The survey question asked was “What are your thoughts on the role of SROs in our schools?”
Community members then rated the responses with stars.

Highest Ranked Responses (from all)
● He’s done stuff to help others
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● Teachers already have a ton on their plate
● Build positive relationships with police and law enforcement
● I think the school resource officers in schools are needed
● Community Builders

Lowest Ranked Responses (from all)
● I don’t want them in our schools. They create fear and uneasiness with students that have

not always had a positive experience
● Officers in school create an unsafe environment for students of color
● Laws are nothing more than promises of violence made by the dominant socio-ethnic

group when law enforcement is nothing more than an occupying army
● I’ve heard of SROs using excessive force in Gresham High School

Highest Ranked Responses (from White participants)
● The role of a security resource officer is to assist in times of emergency and to keep kids

accountable
● Keeping the students safe.
● I think school resource officers are vital to the safety of our students and the community
● School resource officers are very important. They build relationships between students

and law enforcement, which we need now more than ever
● They are there to create positive relationships between students and law enforcement

Highest Ranked Responses (from Hispanic/Latinx)
● To enforce the correct things to do but also be a trustworthy option to talk to.
● I believe that school resource officers are there to help and protect the students, teachers

and staff, but to also build bonds with the students
● Positive role Model
● They’re there to provide safety in case of a emergency
● They play an important role and help with a lot of problems with our school that many

students don’t know about

Next Steps Recommended - Follow up with small groups including:
● Students and families of color
● Students and families with disabilities
● Students and families navigating poverty, homelessness and foster care
● Students and families that are emerging bilingual
● Tribal members (adults and youth)
● Business community

Analysis: The participation in the Thought Exchange process was not fully reflective of the
student demographics. For example: 9% of respondents indicated they were American Indian or
Alaskan Native, Asian, Black/African American, Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander,
16% Hispanic or Latinx, and 61% White.
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District student demographics in 2020-2021 were: 1% American Indian/Alaska Native, 3%
Asian, 4% Black/African American, 31% Hispanic/Latino, 8% Multiracial, 1% Native
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, and 53% White.

White respondents were over represented in the survey while students of color were under
represented.

Student Input on Security and SROs (selected quotations from student interviews
conducted by Dr. Dawn Joella Jackson)

Gresham HS ● I don’t feel safe when there are SROs with guns in our halls,
especially when we have seen SROs target specific students, do
unnecessary pat downs, follow students of color. 

● Our schools are not safe places for students of color
● We don't want SROs on our campus. We have looked at the

research and SROs do not make our campuses safer. Having police
in the schools criminalizes students.

● SROs are meaner to students of color. 
● There is inconsistent enforcement of rules. Certain boys can move

around the school with very little following of rules. Others would
be approached or in trouble for that.

● There are a lot of teachers and security in this school who look at
us and decide who is a good kid and who is a bad kid. They don’t
want to talk about it but it has to do with race and how you dress. 

REY High
School

● Some groups are targeted by staff and security - Mexicans
especially. They would come up to groups of us and ask questions
like we had done something wrong. They would follow me/us up
the stairs.

● Coaches are also security so they are going to take their athletes'
side. I had a friend who wore a pride flag and they were called out,
but a wrestler wore a confederate flag and got away with it - it
started a huge fight.

● Staff like to start stuff up with you. They would follow me in the
hall and call out only the things I was doing wrong.(x15 other
students said the same thing.)

● Don’t bring in the cops everytime there is a problem - then they
just arrest people and that doesn’t make any of us safer and doesn’t
make the situation change. They need to understand why we feel
the way we do.

● Police with guns as I walk into the school is scary and intimidating.
I have had bad experiences with police in the past and I don't want
to come to school.
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Students in
Alternative
Placements

● The security would try and find me and call me out. I remember
them seriously following me around. They would tell me I couldn’t
be where I was.

Panorama Survey: The district administered a Panorama Survey in Winter 2020 focused on
Social-Emotional Learning. Elements of the data relevant to school culture and safety include.
Demographics of the respondents were not available. We cannot make a determination as to
group experiences based on race or other social identity factors.

● School Climate:  40% indicated positive perceptions of the overall social and learning
climate of the school.

o Survey Question Example: How fair or unfair are the rules for the students at this
school? 47% indicated that the rules were fair (slightly fair to very fair) and 33%
indicated that the rules were unfair (slightly unfair to very unfair)

● School Safety: 56% indicated positive perceptions of student physical and psychological
safety at school.

o Survey Question Example: How often do you worry about violence at your
school?  32% indicated that they worried about violence (sometimes to almost
always)

● Sense of Belonging: 35% responded positively to how much they feel that they are
valued members of the school community.

● Teacher-Student Relationships: 46% indicted that the social connection between teachers
and students within and beyond the classroom was strong.

Student Discipline Data

In examining the discipline referral data from 2021-22 for Gresham High School and Barlow
High School, there did not appear to be significant disparities in regards to race/ethnicity.  We
specifically examined the subjective categories that typically reflect bias and impact school
culture.  These included Defiance/Insubordination/Not-on-Compliance/Disrespect, Physical
Contact/Physical Aggression/Fighting/Assault, Disruption, Bullying/Cyberbullying and
Harassment. (Summaries of Discipline Data are in Appendix C.) We were unable to review
suspension and expulsion data.

All Students Belong: An Audit and Plan for Inclusion

Dr. Dawn Joella Jackson, the district’s Director of Engagement and Inclusion, conducted a
year-long engagement with GBSD students.
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Our Data: What BCC Heard

What We Heard: Student Voices

Safety
Students from the Gresham-Barlow School District shared their perspectives on their diverse
experiences of safety throughout our review process. Underlying these concerns around safety
were specific experiences of fear.  In the listening sessions, through the interviews and emails
they identified multiple themes including:  feeling safe in the presence of SROs, being harmed
by the presence of SROs, specific encounters with SROs that were helpful and supportive,
specific encounters with SROs that were traumatizing, and different dynamics of safety. The
majority of students who participated supported having SROs on campus. Students of color, in
spite of their past history with not feeling safe and feeling profiled by SROs, still wanted SROs
in the schools. We present multiple perspectives in the following statements which highlight the
context and dilemma for the district.

Because the decision was made to continue with the SRO program we heard that Black students
declined participation in the students' listening sessions.

“Drugs are done in bathrooms at Sam Barlow.”

“ Sometimes doors are locked by students, and other kids can’t use bathrooms (kids locking
to vape and smoke and do drugs). Other kids might not feel safe to use restrooms if students
are doing drugs in them.

“Panic attacks by seeing police in full gear is intimidating.”

“I think he’s taken more seriously with the gear.  Needed in case something happens.” “Yeah
but some students could feel put off and not want to go to him if something comes up.”

“Being a black student at Gresham is not easy especially when I'm being told by other P.O.C.
[people of color] that I need to do something because I’m black, but [former SRO] Gleason
made it easier because I was able to confide in him. Most teachers aren't willing to step in
front of a gun but I know officer Gleason would no matter WHAT student the gun was aimed
at. That is why he belongs at Gresham High School.  I am not sure that he would even want
to return to Gresham given how he was treated and just thrown out. However, it would be
good for the students and school to have an officer on campus.”

“Cowering and crying kids when SROs walked down halls. Now knowing why SRO is
there.” 

“Currently we have 4 security people at our school. The loss of SRO has put pressure on
security. It’s been a struggle to maintain safety – coming back from COVID – it’s been hard
to regulate – fights, drug use, etc.”

“If SRO wasn’t present, I’d be more scared.”
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“Felt unsafe with them always watching us.”

“From POC student: “Knowledgeable and helpful SRO. I like it better when they observe
and do not hover. Can be positively involved with students. SRO’s can be a deterrent to bad
behavior.”

“I think it’s necessary for them to have all the gear.  If he didn’t have the gear, he’d be seen
as a teacher.”

“Staff don’t have to jump into the fights. Staff get a bad rep if [they do] so. SRO can help
with the fights.”

“In class, one day, SRO just cuffed my brother in front of the whole class.  It was scary.”

“I felt safer when they were there.”

“An SRO here would change the culture, change the atmosphere, increase anxiety. Would not
be able to function. It would disrupt the community.” (Springwater Trail Student. This high
school does not have an SRO assigned to it.)

“Officers make students feel like they are in prison at Gresham.”

“He is a resource to come to if you don’t have a good home life.”

Relationships
GBSD students described their relationships with SROs in different ways that reflected

their identities and lived experiences.

“It’s good to know there is someone in the school I can immediately go to for help.”

“Kids don’t know the SRO.  They need a way to know who they are.”

“Officer Gleason; very nice. Vibe: friend, helpful and talkative. Very good, nice person.”

“When at Barlow I was pulled out because they thought I had a gun. I was identified with a
certain group. I did not know how to deal. I could have chosen better and cut ties with that
group.  I understand why they did what they did.”

“As a POC, the SRO has been nice to me. He gave us a tour of school.”

“SRO’s need to build connections with all the students, so students feel safe to go to them.”

“My experience is really good.  He connects to the students. Great guy.”
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“In a past experience with an SRO, it was more a school cop.  Much more intimidating and
uncomfortable.”

“Our SRO taught a class on driving safety.”

“I learned how to be safe on social media, and with drug information.”

“Friends have said they are not comfortable; they were searched, watched over in school.”

“If there is a person there to help protect, I want them to be part of the school, not just an
authority but a friend as well.  Someone they can trust – they can go to if there is a problem.”

(from an SRO)  “I want people to feel open.  I want people to see me as friendly.  I want to
bridge with people who have had bad experiences in the past.  I am a person. I don’t want
you to be angry at me just because of my job.  I need trusted adults to help me make those
relationships.  I would welcome those opportunities.”

“I’ve had more bad experiences than good.”

“He made assumptions about me based on my family name. I can’t be anything else but a
felon.”

“SROs give differential treatment between white and students of color. They should be
treated equally.”

“You are treated differently if you are in sports. Football gets preferential treatment.”

“He always had his eye on me. It was racial profiling.”

What We Heard: Community and Family Voices

“We knew the SRO by the time they were in high school because he had been in programs at
the elementary school.” (Multilingual Families)

“My kid was threatened by another student. She sent an email. No response. I went
directly to school and to SRO. Complications – I had to come in when I could, but it was
during an unscheduled time for them, so I was turned away because I didn’t have an
appointment. “  (Multilingual Families)

“I think that SROs need to be someone who builds trust within the school, is respected, able
to interact with the students on a variety of levels.  They need to be in the schools to do this.”

“I have heard from my kids that there are fights on a weekly basis, and mentioning how they
feel unsafe. There is a perception that it is a violent school. My experience with SROs is that
they are community members and mentors. Instead of always looking at it as a police
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presence, maybe we can look at it like that and a comfort level because my kids don’t feel
comfortable on a daily basis. I have two students at Gresham.”

“The white kids are more favored by the SRO’s. Brown and Black kids are more targeted by
SRO’s.”  (Multilingual Families)

“My daughter is a student at Gresham High School and very much supportive of having a
SRO assigned full time at the school.  With today's events of the active shooter at a grade
school in Texas, there is even more reason to have a trained law enforcement is schools.”

“I think having an officer is very important at a high school. I think officers need to have a
positive presence in interacting with students. Officer Sasser has always been a kind and
wonderful example to my three children while at Barlow.”

“In 2019, there was an SRO that had tackled a black female student. She wasn’t a threat at
the time. There is a public document and media sources published it. There were incidents
happening in the school - it's literally the school to prison pipeline.”

“Undocumented families are scared of an SRO coming to the door, would rather speak to
campus monitor.”

“My daughter was at a football game and had been earlier accosted by some students during
the school day.  She was very intimidated and unsure about going to the game, but went.  She
made herself and her situation known to the SRO and he kept an eye out for her, which
allowed her to feel safe attending the rest of that evening.”

“This is not the ‘safe’ and comfortable area it once was, yet our sense of security and
protection has decreased instead of increasing.  The decision to remove our SRO appears to
be politically based rather than factually. We still have the same officer working on our
behalf, but not on-site. He obviously has done nothing unlawful or he would not have a job,
period.  The vandalism this year in our school is ongoing, our bathrooms have been locked
down many times throughout the year.”

“I have students at Gresham high school. I saw what happened at the football game. We were
there from beginning to end, waiting for her brother to come out of the locker room. It was
unnerving, being hostile and yelling obscenities. There was banter back and forth, no cursing
from the Black students. Hands to the vest, puffed out chest and a step forward towards the
Black football players. That was my first interaction with the SROs there. My students feel
intimidated and under a microscope, and I wanted to point out based on the comments in the
chat… these are lived experiences.”

“I have a family member who was an SRO in another school district in Oregon. I realize that
I might be a bit biased in rooting for the SRO program, but I know that in conversations with
him, his heart for the well-being of staff and students and the school as a whole, always
showed. He cared not just for everyone’s safety (although I’m sure that weighed heavily on
him) it was clear he enjoyed and valued building relationships with all the students and staff
there.”
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“As a Black student or a student of color, it is very hard to return to class and actually be
expected to learn when you are not in a current good mental state because your interaction
with that SRO was traumatic. It is unrealistic to expect a student to learn in that environment.
Both of my kids have had trouble retaining anything after those interactions.”

“Looking at the past four years with Officer Gleason I have personally observed him out in
the halls saying "hi" to my students which in turn brings joy to my students. Positive
interactions, smiles and relations were being developed between students and the SRO. He
would go out of his way and open doors for students and staff.  He would notice that a
meeting space was not prepared for staff meetings and he was the first person to go get tables
and chairs and make it possible for teachers to sit and participate in the staff meetings.”

“I think Gresham-Barlow school district has already made up its mind despite they said they
were going to listen to the community members marginalized. What is the role of the police
officers? Is it to keep the kids safe? From what? Because counselors and mental health
specialists can actually help with a lot of that. My idea is that the police officers don’t
actually need to be in the school. They can have a contract without having to be in the
school.”

“Thinking of people I know – many BIPOC and Latina students have had negative
experiences. SROs slamming students into desks. When I think of police in schools I’m not
sure students feel safe.”

What We Heard: SROs and Law Enforcement Voices

BCC engaged in a conversation with Chief Travis Gullberg and Lt. Miller, the person
responsible for the SRO program within the Gresham PD. Lt. Miller acknowledged that “We do
not engage in discipline. We don’t want to be used as a scary tool. We want kids to get
wrap-around services and help and for us to be a nexus of care.” He also acknowledged that
Restorative Justice (RJ) programs help them provide the three emergent values the Gresham PD
has for the SRO program:

1) Providing an educational environment for learning
2) Protecting the rights of the community; meeting the needs and rights by using RJ
3) Safety

The following are direct quotes from law enforcement personnel during the community listening
sessions and from interviews.

“I think part of the miscommunication is when it goes to district leadership. District
leadership has been supportive to a certain level, but we are doing things at our school that
haven’t necessarily been communicated to the district leadership. A lot of the information
being shared at that level is not factually accurate. So going to what we would like to see:
just being able to let people know what we actually do. The district leadership has a different
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role than our role. We have been trying to get Northwest family services involved, restorative
practices when we can.”

“The communication is happening between the program and the district, but the district is
filtering the information and communicating it to the public the way they want, which is
different than what the program actually is. When information is being communicated about
the program to the district, maybe there could be someone there to communicate to the
district.”

“Someone claimed that a school resource officer had followed them home and that this made
them feel unsafe at school. If this person was followed all the way home, then there should
be a reason for it. If there isn't then the officer should be held accountable for it, as we clearly
don't want officers following students for no reason. Luckily, our officers drive patrol
vehicles that are equipped with GPS monitored MDCs that track where they go. In addition
to this tracking option, each officer has a body worn camera that also tracks the officers'
locations.  If needed, we're able and happy to see where our officers have been to help
confirm or disprove such allegations. We take allegations of harassment or misconduct very
seriously and investigate them to find the truth.”      

“Last year some allegations were made against the SRO at Gresham High School. It was
alleged that he was a racist and some sort of sexual predator. GPD took these accusations
very seriously and investigated them to the fullest. We found that none of what was alleged
was true. We took these findings to GBSD leadership and instead of standing up for
investigated and verified facts, the decision from GBSD Superintendent James Hiu's office
was to remove the SRO from the school. No investigation was done on the school district's
behalf and nothing was said to the public regarding the allegations against the SRO being
false. This fueled anti-police sentiments and left a lot of other members of the GBSD
community confused and wondering had the SRO done something wrong.  
 My concern is the allegations made against SROs during these listening sessions will be
passed on to GBSD leadership without being properly vetted/investigated. GBSD leadership
has shown an unwillingness to support verified truth when it will cause them to disagree with
people who are factually incorrect. I worry that GBSD leadership is incapable of hearing
allegations and then deciphering/proving whether these things actually happened. Even
worse, I fear that GBSD leadership fears the political fallout that may come if they stand up
for verified truth that goes against people who disingenuously claim police misconduct.”

“As a current SRO, I want to bridge the gap in the community. SROs can bridge the gap
between community and police in a positive light and controlled setting. The social worker
can help bridge the relationship with students who do not like SROs. I have had
conversations with students that had a negative perception. Months of presenting myself to
students to be open and friendly. Building trust with staff is critical and then have them say
that Officer Sasser is a good person to know. Time and Trust is what is required.”
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What We Heard: Staff Voices

“SROs are not necessary.  I can handle the situation, potential devastating consequences for
the students’ future with SROs present.”

“SRO behavior: build relationships vs. criminalize adolescent behavior.”

“Barlow SROs would engage in restorative justice more often.  Peer court referrals.”

“An accusation of abuse from an out of building coach was brought to me by a student and
parent.  This led to an investigation, confession, and court case.  In both situations having an
SRO helped these hard situations be less stressful and resolve in the correct way as fast as
appropriate.”

“I have advocated for having no SRO at GHS.  I believe other measures are necessary to
keep us safe.  Our district sees it differently.  As it is, we will have an SRO in our building.
 If I had been there yesterday, I would have shared that I think our SRO should not wear a
police uniform nor carry a firearm.  They should have a degree in social work and should be
an expert on the history of racism and policing.  It should be clear that the SRO is actively
anti-racist and recognizes how the very presence of an SRO, at times, compromises the work
of anti-racists.  I hope they are capable of handling critique without going to a defensive
posture. 

“Current teacher – experienced several SROs – helped me feel safe – hurdles for many
staff and students. Support SRO.”

“This is not the ¨safe¨ and comfortable area it once was, yet our sense of security and
protection has decreased instead of increasing.  The decision to remove our SRO appears to
be politically based rather than factually… I would not know the half of what SRO´s
encounter in our building and what their duties entail, but it is quite obvious they are needed,
and the need was yesterday, and today, not tomorrow, next week, or next year.”

“Teachers don’t know what SROs do.”

“Good SROs aren’t seen. They are working cases.”

“We need to know SRO job descriptions, expected duties, and where teachers stop and SROs
start.”

“Society is fearful of our youth and criminalizes our students.”

“I had a horrible experience with SROs. I just stopped calling because of a lack of response.”

“SROs behaviors should be building relationships not criminalizing adolescent behaviors.”
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What We Heard: Leadership Voices

In meetings with the Executive Leadership Team and the Instructional Leadership Team,
multiple perspectives were shared that reflected the spectrum from: seeing the SROs as valuable,
responsive, collaborative, and contributors to school safety to seeing the SROs targeting students
of color and causing fear and trauma. Some of these perspectives came from personal experience
in addition to experience within GBSD.

“There was a perceived gun on campus SRO took lead. I felt helpful in making campus
secure.”

“My own kids have witnessed a kid in 4th or 5th grade had weed. SRO escorted this kid out
of school. Traumatized.

“In a different middle school, the SRO’s presence was very felt. SRO would stand really
close to Black and Brown boys. Felt intentional. Made other students nervous, too.”

“I’ve had the opportunity to work with four different SROs and each one was different in
terms of personality, but all brought something to the school district. Working with those four
individuals had a delicate balance, providing the safest atmosphere for our students and staff,
but it also meant maintaining a welcoming atmosphere. I’ve had a few disagreements about
that balance, but each of those four officers were willing to make that balance.”

“A 16 year old boy with behavior issues (POC) was kept on issue for 14 hours. Was
determined not a threat.  Good knowing officer could figure that out. I felt supported by SRO
providing service for family. Skillset of adapting to age of child.”

“Racial profiling - targeted for the way they look, sound, last name - feel less safe. But we
know certain times, an SRO may need to be called in. But we don’t want to see them on
campus.”

“SRO asked, “Can you help me start an attendance team?” It was a positive contribution.”

“Students need to find a place to fit into, connections to learn and to not be in
flight/fright/fight/appease”

“Racial connections is part of safety.”

“70% of LGBTQ students in district do not feel safe.”

“Different definitions of safety.”

Experiences of Racism and Racial Profiling

Several students, family members and staff talked about their experiences and
perceptions of racism from SROs and law enforcement.
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“Some students felt targeted.”

“Saw me as a trouble maker, was interrogated, more aggressive than needed.”

“Intimidation and racial profiling have been experienced by almost all BIPOC students.”

“SROs give differential treatment between white & BIPOC students; we should be treated
equally.”

“Friend was followed because of how he dressed with Chicano community.”

“My daughter showed me a video of students fighting. There were racial slurs from a
white boy towards a Black girl. The girl hit him. The principal said they would take care of
it.  Didn’t get back to anyone for a while. Then, we found out the Black girl was the one the
got punished, and not the white boy.”

“There’s a lot of racist teachers at Sam Barlow. Barlow's staff is white. When a kid of color
has issues, they don’t feel safe going to white teachers.”

“I mean, racism is going on at our school. Several teachers who were BIPOC
left, or are leaving.” Yeah, my favorite teacher just left, and she’s a person of color.

“So, I think that racism is a big issue, and we are not talking about how it’s going
on. Like, also, homophobia, classism, ableism, transphobia. Some students still use the
“r” word to pick on kids with certain disabilities. (referencing the word “re%#rded.”)

“We need more diversity in our SRO and teachers. Like, that should say something that our
teachers of color keep leaving. We need more POC (people of color), LGBTQ staff and
maybe more SRO’s that are diverse.”

“There are students of color that don’t feel safe going to a white guy for help. We need better
representation.”

“SRO followed four Black kids, threatening them. He did not believe the Black man with
them was a teacher.”

Recommendations: What We Heard

Student Recommendations

● SRO’s need additional training in: de-escalation, psychology, training with kids of color,
autism and neurodiversity, ethics, anti-bias, anti-racism, and a more formal education in
child development

● Build real relations, be patient, know me, be engaged, build discernment by officers in
schools
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● Campus officers need to understand students on the spectrum and other disabilities
● Student meetings with SROs.
● Students should get to be part of the hiring process and assess them regularly
● More of a team is needed, like with social workers and mental health professionals
● Much more representation on SRO team. More BIPOC, (cis)women, LGBTQIA+
● Understanding of appropriate boundaries – Limit the SRO, don’t limit the students
● Transparency and communications need to improve.  We need to know the resources

available to us.
● Not be dressed as officers. Some outfits are more humanizing, approachable
● Teachers, staff and SROs need more education on working with diverse students
● Hold an assembly to meet the SROs and learn about them. What they do, what they’re

there for
● Increase resources for Grehsam and Barlow; hotlines, housing, job opportunities
● Psych checks for SRO, screenings during their career
● Do not hire a street cop
● SROs need to respect students and the learning environment. Need to involve parents.
● SROS sometimes put on a front of authority; we are not in a prison. Talk to us as people. 
● Staff should deal with vapes, not SROs
● SRO’s should be bilingual
● Increase communication with parents in their language.
● Use an equity lens when working with students
● Examine division between security and SRO. This is when negative relations happen.

Community and Family Recommendations

● Have a full time SRO on campus
● Being intentional about the officer’s role and finding out if it needs to be a n officer in the

schools to keep them safe from the outside environment, then bring in someone skilled in
mental health or de-escalation and the SROs can be called inside if they need to be inside.
Building trust with students and not just being seen as an authoritative figure. 

● What is the role of the police officers?  Is it to keep the kids safe?  From what?
Counselors and mental health specialists can actually help with a lot of that.  My idea is
that the police officers don’t actually need to be in the school.  They can have a contract
without having to be in the school.

● SROs should be trained in childhood development (Latino Families)
● SRO needs to provide confidence and safety.  Has to build relationships that are healthy

with the students.
● Teachers and SROs need antiracist training. The community needs to learn to ask

questions and vice a versa
● More community involvement, more connections to community
● Social workers have different views; we are a community; SROs can bridge the gap

between community and police in a positive light and controlled setting.
● Address rumors and speak facts.  Back up truth with facts.
● Define role of SRO and communicate it to district leadership.
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● Sit down with SRO and supervisor and come up with a solution to how SRO’s function.
How SRO handles students and parents. How SRO deals with school staff and observe
SRO conduct.

● SRO should be placed equally across the district, not reduced role or duties.
●  Restore GHS SRO-not the person, but the position.
● Document and celebrate success and provide means to pass along the baton.
● I think it'll be important for the SRO program to have monthly meetings with families so

that they can know what is going on in the school with our students. Also it gives us an
insight of what SROs are doing at the schools. It helps with building relationships and
feeling more comfortable with each other.

Law Enforcement Recommendations

● Engage and intervene in earlier stage before kids end up in flop house, etc. in a kind,
positive way.

● I would like to be invited to present to the Board to present ourselves about our
professional experience and statistics about what is happening in the schools.

● I’d like to see district leadership including us in board meetings, miscommunications,
difference in ideology, difference in agenda. 

● Just being able to let people know what we actually do. The district leadership has a
different role than our role. We have been trying to get Northwest family services
involved, restorative practices when we can.

● We do not engage in student discipline.
● We do not want to be used as a scary tool.
● We want kids to get wrap-around services and help to be a nexus of care.
● We want to contribute to an educational environment for learning.
● We want to protect the rights of the community and include restorative practices in

meeting needs and rights.

Staff Recommendations

● If in building, do not carry weapon
● Be trauma informed, RJ, community-based officer, culturally responsive
● Screening/hiring process; take a look at their experience, training, additional education

and temperament
● Monthly check in by mental health worker is crucial
● Job description/expected duties/where do teachers stop and SRO’s start?
● Develop a data collection and reporting systems that allow programs to be evaluated for

effectiveness in reaching goals so that data-driven decisions regarding changes in
implementation of SRO programs can be made, including processes that thoroughly
evaluate the need for SRO programs within schools

Leadership Recommendations

● The presence of the uniform, even if that SRO is really great, can defeat the purpose.
● Restorative Practices needed.
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● We know certain times an SRO may need to be called in.  But we don’t want to see them
on campus.

● Anytime someone unknown is coming, I’d offer a support person.
● Do work around “what’s all the gear? Why do they feel vulnerable without it?”

Analysis & Discussion

Safety is perceived differently by every single member of your community. As evidenced by the
discussion with district administrators, safety can be a feeling of belonging, one important
relationship with a teacher, or an accepting peer group. Each person experiences safety
differently, and the foundational piece to safety is that all students and staff feel welcome and
valued. Some of your students and staff do not feel valued, welcomed, or safe.

The Gresham Police Department is open to changes in the program including increasing
communications between the school, students, families, the SRO and the police department;
clarifying the role of the SRO, creating a system of accountability, and building a restorative
justice practice within the schools.

The BCC team encompassed a passionate group of equity professions that have multiple
identities resembling your district’s demographic composition including race (Black, Latino,
White), gender queer, and experiences with poverty and neurodiversity. We have similar lived
experiences as the students and families in your community. We approached the work by
challenging our own biases and assumptions to accurately reflect the opinions and experiences of
student participants, and to continually maintain our focus on working within the parameters of
the contract. We worked hard to not stray from our charge.

Throughout the process, we developed meaningful relationships within the GBSD community.
Individual students, teachers, and administrators were touched by this process and supported in
their healing as we engaged in deep listening.

Key Questions and Opportunities Moving Forward

Quite often, solutions to complex problems can be found in how we frame the questions we ask.
There were dozens of questions by students, staff and community members. We have highlighted
some of those questions here, while injecting our own questions into the mix.

● How will the SRO Program be guided by the core values of the school district and each
high school?

● How will the SRO Partnership result in increased inclusion and belonging in school,
especially for those who experience exclusion and marginalization?

● In what ways will the district communicate to concerned students, families and staff that
the GBSD schools are safe?

● In what ways will the district communicate to concerned students, families, and staff the
process for investigating incidents and how they are handled with repairing harm at the
center of the process?
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● How will the district respond to incidents that are transparent while respecting student
privacy?

● Ask and answer the question: Why do some of your students of color still feel the need to
have SROs at school in spite of their negative/traumatizing experiences?

● What are the specific opportunities to improve communication, build trust and strengthen
the partnership between the district and the police department within the City of
Gresham?

● In what ways can improved communication reduce the negative impact on students,
especially students of color, who experience trauma and harm as a result of SRO presence
in their school?’

● In what ways will the presence of or the absence of SROs reduce the school-to-prison
pipeline?

● What is your plan for communicating this report to the community?
● What’s next? How will this information impact the IGA?

Buffalo Cloud Consulting Recommendations

We brought more than 100-years of experience of using an equity lens to the process of listening
to the community about the SRO program. We recommend that the district engage in a
community-wide collaborative process to deepen the entire community’s understanding of what
safety, respect and inclusion mean and look like to each constituency. It is imperative to
understand, in concrete terms and in relation to the SRO program, how deepening these
understandings can be used within the IGA to define the path towards the resolution of a conflict.
We also want to call attention to the work that has already been done within the district to ensure
that this process would be collaborative.

We also recommend understanding the term “harm” within the school environment and how to
attend to “claims, controversies or disputes” that include any allegation of harm in relation to
SROs. This language is taken from the Intergovernmental Agreement and needs to be clarified as
to who can be a claimant. Can students and parents be claimants? Additionally, we recommend
that the school district reconsider its model of “discipline” to be sensitive to the national context
of racial disparities and invest in training to learn restorative justice, and ultimately
reconciliatory practices to implement within your schools. Similar to what is happening in the
Hillsboro School District.

The Comprehensive Issues of School Safety, Culture, Inclusion, and Discipline

1. Increased Support Systems
a. Increase mental health and social emotional supports and services
b. Prioritize and provide more funding and support for social workers and mental

health counselors (people who can support students and contribute to greater
safety)
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2. Training

a. Provide training, support and accountability to prioritize a school culture of
inclusion and belonging

b. Prioritize and provide professional development for all staff in the areas of
cultural understanding, as well as anti-racism and anti-bias training

c. Create and train all students, teachers, administrators and families in a transparent
reporting system about school incidents and how student and teacher relationships
are restored

d. Develop a comprehensive plan to bring restorative practices into all buildings and
connect these practices with school culture

3. Hiring and Retention

a. Prioritize the hiring and retention of a diverse workforce in all areas including
leadership

Specific Recommendations for the SRO Program

1. Superintendent Leadership

a. In order to successfully create safety and belonging for all students we
recommend that the Superintendent own and oversee all aspects of the SRO
program with support from students, teachers, and administrators. Clarity,
communication, responsibility and transparency should be the drivers that inform
the SRO program

2. Communication

a. Improve communication between the Gresham Police Department and the district
b. Continue to build the relationship between the police department and the district
c. Improve communication and engagement between the district, students, staff, and

families by committing more financial and human resources to the Community
Engagement and Communications Department

d. Create a transparent public process of reporting incidents and the disposition of
indicidents to students, administrators, staff, community members and the police
department

e. Create opportunities (information sessions, town hall meetings, etc.) that help heal
past incidents.

f. Reporting to the Board is not enough. Staff, students and families desire more
direct communication from the Superintendent. Create specific, regular
communication and messages to all constituencies about the SRO program in
order to minimize the impact of rumors and innuendo that are driving the many
different perceptions of the SRO program
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3. Clarify the role and responsibilities of the SRO

a. In the Intergovernmental Agreement
b. At the Leadership level (by the Superintendent)
c. At each high school
d. With students, families and staff
e. Revise job description
f. Create accountability loop with students, staff, and families
g. Substantially increase communication about behavioral expectations

4. Accountability & Feedback

a. Develop systems of accountability and feedback to include data collection of
contacts and referrals to law enforcement, to mental health providers, and to
restorative practices

b. Set up systems of reciprocal feedback between students and SROs
c. Collect and report data on SRO contacts with students including racial profiling,

profiling based on previous family interactions, and other social identities

5. Hiring

a. Every effort should be made so that SROs reflect the community they serve (e.g.
Latino/a/e or Black, Indigenous, Asian since 60% of the students at Gresham HS)

b. Include students, staff, and families in the selection process of SROs; include
quarterly performance reviews by the same group with the SRO

6. Training

a. Provide and collaborate with the Gresham Police Department to create
professional development and training for SROs on restorative practices,
de-escalation, anti-racism, anti-bias, mental health, neurodivergence,
LGBTQIA+2S, newcomers, and child development

b. Relationship Development and Trust Building

7. Develop a plan for safety, security and collaboration with the Gresham Police
Department in the event that SROs are not placed in the schools for some reason.

Limitations

There are important limitations in our engagement with the community and with students to this
listening session process within this district. We heard from several sources that, because the
decision to retain SRO’s was made at the beginning of the process, the students of color who
were most vocal about being harmed by the presence of SROs chose not to participate in this
process at the level we had hoped. Their lived experiences have been captured previously in the
Thought Exchange Survey, Panorama Survey, and interviews, but they felt disenfranchised in
this process by the decision to keep SROs.
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Factors influencing participation included (To see a detailed account, please Appendix D):
● Limited communication channels with students
● Staff shortages
● The climate within the schools
● End of year time frame

To mitigate these issues, BCC encouraged all participants to email us directly. There were more
than two dozen direct emails received from the community during this engagement process about
personal experiences with SROs, the listening session process, and recommendations for the
future SRO program.

Closing Statement

We are grateful for the support and collaboration throughout the process. We are especially
grateful for Ms. Athena Vadnais, Director of Communications and Community Engagement,
who met with our team and provided direction and context throughout the process. She engaged
the community, organized a flawless community meeting, and provided excellent support and
thought partnership to support our work.

We appreciate the collaboration Dr. Dawn Joella Jackson and Araceli Farias brought to this
process. Both supported our student engagement efforts with the Latino student population. A
special note here, the Slavic/Russian community declined several invitations to participate in
specialized groups for the listening sessions.

Vulnerability is required in this work. The discussions the Leadership Team had around safety is
only the beginning of the process of changing the culture within the school district to become a
more inclusive, welcoming, and safe community. We encourage embracing the messiness and
discomfort that will accompany this process.
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Appendix A

City of Gresham and Gresham Barlow School District Intergovernmental Agreement
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Appendix B

Gresham-Barlow SD 10 Policy:  Relations with Law Enforcement Agencies - KN

The Board recognizes that districtwide cooperation with law enforcement agencies is
essential for the protection of staff and students, for maintaining a safe environment in district
schools and for safeguarding district property. Programs and activities designed to enrich district
curriculum and to develop and promote good citizenship and a healthy attitude toward law
enforcement agencies and officials will be encouraged by the district. Law enforcement
participation in such programs and activities is encouraged. Law enforcement officials may enter
school facilities if a crime has been committed on district property or to investigate matters
concerning staff and students upon request initiated by either agency officials or by district
administrators. A safety resource officer (SRO) assigned to the campus may interact with
students and will follow legal procedures should he/she observe or suspect criminal activity. The
superintendent will develop administrative regulations to implement this policy, including
procedures for handling investigations, administrator requests for assistance and required
referrals to law enforcement agencies.

Relations with Law Enforcement Agencies:  School-Police Liaison Program - KN-AR(1)

1. The superintendent or designee will serve as the program coordinator for the district’s
School-Police Liaison Program.

2. Each year the administration will meet with law enforcement officials to discuss:
a. Whom the school/law enforcement official should call for suspected violations of the

law occurring on district property or other common needs;
b. How school representatives should handle evidence of a suspected crime/contraband,

etc.;
c. Board policy and procedures related to law enforcement officials’ requests for access

to and questioning of students on district property and district parent notification
requirements;

d. Applicable provisions of district emergency plans and security procedures;
e. Special event needs.

3. District curriculum will be reviewed annually to include K-12 age-appropriate instruction in
safety, violence prevention/conflict resolution and citizenship to increase students’
awareness of their rights and responsibilities within society. Instruction will emphasize
prevention.

4. Active involvement of related community agencies and organizations will be encouraged in
an effort to broaden the reference base in the development of district programs and activities
and to establish a link for sharing resources.

Law Enforcement Initiated Requests

Interviews/Investigations of Students
1. Interviews or investigations by law enforcement officials not based on allegations of the

abuse of a child, a warrant for an arrest or search or probable cause that an illegal act or
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crime is occurring or has been committed on district property, may be permitted upon
request and with principal or designee approval.

2. The law enforcement official shall contact the building administrator, properly identify
himself/herself, inform the administrator of the nature of the investigation and provide
the name of the student to be interviewed.

3. The building administrator shall verify and record the identity of the law enforcement
official or other authority.

4. Requests to interview a student during school hours should be, in the opinion of the
building administrator, important and urgent to justify interrupting school activities.

5. The building administrator will attempt to notify the student’s parent(s) prior to granting
the interview. If the parent(s) does not give consent to have his/her son/daughter
interviewed, then the interview should not take place.

6. If the parent(s) cannot be contacted, the building administrator may grant permission for
the questioning to proceed if the student agrees to be interviewed or in the event of
compelling emergency circumstances.

7. If the building administrator has been unable to contact the parent(s) then the building
administrator shall make a reasonable attempt to notify the parent(s) as soon as possible
after the interview.

8. All such interviews shall be conducted in privacy, out of the view of staff, students and
others.

9. A building administrator shall be present at all times during the interview unless the
student’s parent(s) is present and asks the administrator not to participate, or the district
official is otherwise prohibited from being present by law.

10. The building administrator shall maintain a written record of all such interviews
conducted.

Questioning of a Student Suspected of a Crime, Arrest or Taking a Student into Custody

1. When a student is a suspect in a criminal act and is to be questioned by a law
enforcement official for the purpose of establishing involvement in the act, questioning
will be allowed on district property only with parental consent. Normally, such
questioning should occur outside school hours, off district property.

2. At no time will a student be released to an officer without one of the following:
a. A warrant;
b. A court order;
c. Arrest;
d. Protective custody resulting from child abuse investigation;
e. Permission of the parent.

3. In all cases, other than child abuse cases, where a student is to be taken from the building
by a law enforcement official, the building administrator will verify the official’s identity
and make a reasonable effort to notify the student’s parent(s). Law enforcement officials
have the primary responsibility for notifying the parent(s) in such instances.

4. Any investigation of child abuse will be directed by Oregon Department of Human
Services (DHS) or law enforcement officials as required by law. The administrator or
designee will request identification from the investigating official and require the
investigating official to fill out the appropriate form. If the investigating official does not
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have this identification or refuses to fill out the form, the administrator may deny the
official’s request to interview the student on school Relations with Law Enforcement
Agencies - KN-AR(1) 2-3 property. The building administrator or designee may be
present at the interview of the student at the discretion of the investigating official. When
the subject matter of the interview or investigation involves child abuse, building
administrators and school employees shall not notify the parent.

Administrator-Initiated Requests

On occasion, principals may need, or be required to seek law enforcement assistance. Any
student violation of the district’s weapons policy shall be reported to the appropriate law
enforcement agency. Abuse of a child also requires immediate referral to DHS or law
enforcement officials. Additionally, principals and/or designee(s) may report to law enforcement
officials, other violations of law occurring on district property or at school-sponsored activities
as deemed appropriate.
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Appendix C
Summary of Discipline Referral Data GBSD

Ethnic/Race Totals for Gresham High School & Barlow High
School

School
Hispanic
2021-22

Two or
More

2021-2
2

American
Indian /
Alaskan
Native

2021-22

Asian
2021-

22

Black /
African

American
2021-22

Native
Hawaiian /

Other
Pacific

Islander
2021-22

White
2021-2

2

Total
2021-

22
GHS 669 127 9 53 77 20 630 1585
% of GHS
Population 42.21% 8.01% 0.57%

3.34
% 4.86% 1.26%

39.75
%

SBHS 425 121 10 66 35 18 1004 1679
% of
SBHS
Population 25.31% 7.21% 0.60%

3.93
% 2.08% 1.07%

59.80
%

Totals 1,094 248 19 119 112 38 1,634 3,264
% of Total
HS
Population 33.52% 7.60% 0.58%

3.65
% 3.43% 1.16%

50.06
%

Gresham HS

Description Hispanic

Two
or
More

American
Indian /
Alaskan
Native Asian

Black /
African
American

Native
Hawaiian
/ Other
Pacific
Islander White Total

COVID Health and Safety
(MINOR-11) 12 11 0 0 1 2 24 50
Defiance/Insubordination/No
n-Compliance/Disrespect 47 22 1 2 8 2 98 180
Physical Contact/Physical
Aggression/Fighting/Assault 27 7 0 0 5 2 24 65
Disruption (MINOR-03) 26 3 0 2 5 0 41 77
Bullying/Cyberbullying 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 4
Tardy/Skip Class 109 20 9 2 16 2 160 318
Harassment 4 1 0 0 1 0 9 15
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Drugs/Use-Possession/Alcoh
ol 7 3 1 1 1 1 11 25
Tobacco/Vaping 1 4 0 0 2 0 38 45
Weapons/Possession/Use 3 1 0 0 0 0 7 11
Threat of Violence 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 6
Total 239 72 11 7 39 9 419 796
Percentage of Total
Referrals 30.03%

9.05
% 1.38%

0.88
% 4.90% 1.13%

52.64
%

Barlow HS

Description Hispanic

Two
or
More

American
Indian /
Alaskan
Native Asian

Black /
African
American

Native
Hawaiian
/ Other
Pacific
Islander White Total

COVID Health and Safety
(MINOR-11) 6 0 0 0 0 0 15 21
Defiance/Insubordination/No
n-Compliance/Disrespect 110 32 6 2 7 3 259 419
Physical Contact/Physical
Aggression/Fighting/Assault 23 7 2 2 2 1 51 88
Disruption 40 13 0 2 2 3 112 172
Bullying/Cyberbullying 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tardy/Skip Class 525 97 17 14 41 8 746
144

8
Harassment 3 1 1 0 1 0 25 31
Drugs/Use-Possession/Alcoh
ol 38 7 2 0 2 0 49 98
Tobacco/Vaping 12 6 2 3 0 0 45 68
Weapons/Possession/Use 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 7
Threat of Violence 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 4

Total 759 164 30 23 55 15 1310
235

6
Percentage of Total
Referrals

32.22
%

6.96
% 1.27%

0.98
% 2.33% 0.64%

55.60
%
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GHS 2021-22 BHS 2021-22
Difference (Now -

Then)
Resolved

Race/Ethnicity
# of

Incidents
% of Total
Incidents

# of
Incidents

% of Total
Incidents

# of
Incidents Notes

Hispanic 239 30.03% 759 32.22% -520
Two or More 72 9.05% 164 6.96% -92

American
Indian/Alaskan Native 11 1.38% 30 1.27% -19

Asian 7 0.88% 23 0.98% -16
Black/African

American 39 4.90% 55 2.33% -16
Native Hawaiian

/Other Pacific
Islander 9 1.13% 15 0.64% -6

White 419 52.64% 1310 55.60% -891
Totals 796 100.0% 2356 100.00% -1560
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Appendix D

There were communication issues organizing the student listening sessions within the
comprehensive high schools. The email exchange between a principal and a parent who filed a
complaint about the student recruitment for the listening sessions outlines the difficulties below:

“The following is the list of events that took place regarding the complaints:

● I and the GBSD leadership reviewed each complaint
● I asked each of the ELA teachers to send me documentation of how they "promoted" the

listening sessions
● What we found is that all ELA teachers promoted the listening session is multiple ways-

emails, Canvas Student pages and announcements in class
● We also found that due to the number of ELA teachers who had been out, due to illness

the consistency of promoting the listening sessions were "all over the place"
● We chose to use ELA class, because all students take ELA classes and it was a good way

to reach all students
● On the days leading up to the listening session we also shared emails through the district-

hoping that parents would support and have their students attending

Due to the number of teacher absences, along with end-of-year tasks there wasn't a consistent
message going out to students, which is something GHS has to do a better job of moving
forward.

The following was the conclusion of the investigation

● No 1 teacher was at fault- due to the number of staff in and out
● Teachers all felt they did the best job they could of promoting the session. Due to the

number of absences and subs not being able to know to promote it, the message was not
promoted as it needed

● The teacher identified and named in the complaint was interviewed. We cannot disclose
teacher discipline, but know it was addressed

● Moving forward- topics that carry this much importance need to be promoted not only by
teachers, but Admin and Counseling can assist as well”
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Additional Resources

Education Week Article November 16, 2021
“School Resource Officers (SROs) Explained”
https://www.edweek.org/leadership/school-resource-officer-sro-duties-effectiveness

US Department of Education
Safe School-based Enforcement through Collaboration,Understanding, and Respect 'SECURe'
Local Implementation Rubric

GBSD School Board Policy on Law Enforcement Relationship
https://policy.osba.org/gbsd/search.asp?si=75853865&pid=r&nsb=1&n=0&_charset_=windows-
1252&bcd=%F7&s=gbsd&query=law+enforcement

Policing Education: An Empirical Review of the Challenges and Impact of the Work of School
Police Officers

This article is a recommended read as an extensive review of recent research regarding various
aspects of maintaining SROs in school.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/ajcp.12306
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https://www.edweek.org/leadership/school-resource-officer-sro-duties-effectiveness
https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/secure-implementation.pdf
https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/secure-implementation.pdf
https://policy.osba.org/gbsd/search.asp?si=75853865&pid=r&nsb=1&n=0&_charset_=windows-1252&bcd=%F7&s=gbsd&query=law+enforcement
https://policy.osba.org/gbsd/search.asp?si=75853865&pid=r&nsb=1&n=0&_charset_=windows-1252&bcd=%F7&s=gbsd&query=law+enforcement
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/ajcp.12306

